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I.   Neutrinos as quantum many-body systems
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In astrophysical settings, we need to	
understand neutrino transport in	
medium…	

When neutrinos forward scatter on background particles,	
they acquire in-medium effective masses.	



Neutrinos contribute to their own background. As a result,	
forward scattering changes oscillations in a nonlinear way.	

Collective	
oscillations	
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Neutrinos also undergo collisions: momentum-changing	
scattering (above), absorption, and emission.	



Back-of-the envelope estimates of length scales	
	
Consider neutrinos interacting with a medium at an energy	
scale of 10 MeV…	
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Forward scattering:	

Vacuum oscillations:	

Mean free path:	

Medium-affected quantum coherence	
builds up over macroscopic scales 	



Interaction	 Example systems	 # of particles	 Phenomena	
Electromagnetic	 Condensed matter	 ~ 1023	 Magnetism, 

conductivity,	
topology, …	

Strong	 Nuclei	 ~ 100	 Nuclear structure & 
reactions	

Weak	 SN neutrinos	 ~ 1058	 Collective 
oscillations	

Quantum many-body systems	

Adapted from a slide by Baha Balantekin	



i (@t + p̂ · @r) ⇢ = [H, ⇢] + iC

Quantum kinetic equation for	
density matrix ρ(t, r, p):	

Particle advection	 Flavor	
mixing	

Collisions	

Dolgov, SJNP (1981)	
Stodolsky, PRD (1987)	
Notzold & Raffelt, NPB (1988)	
Sigl & Raffelt, NPB (1993)	
Yamada, PRD (2000)	
Strack & Burrows, PRD (2005)	
Vlasenko, Fuller, & Cirigliano, PRD (2014)	

By far the most promising venues for testing this many-body	
physics are core-collapse supernovae—and in fact we need to	
understand the dynamics to advance SN physics.	



I.   Neutrinos as quantum many-body systems
II.    Neutrinos in core-collapse supernovae



Figure 4: Mean shock radii of 2D models. Depicted are the angle-averaged shock radii (in
kilometers) of the 2D model suite calculated for this paper versus time (in seconds) after bounce.
Most of the models explode, while the 12- and 15-M� progenitor structures do not. The top panel
shows the behavior during the first half second after bounce and in the inner 1500 kilometers,
with models exploding (when they do) between t = 0.15 and t = 0.4 seconds. The bottom panel
portrays the shock motion on a larger physical scale (15000 kilometers) and to latter times. Many
of the models were, in fact, carried to ⇠4.5 seconds after bounce. The mean shock speeds become
rather stable, with values between either 10000 or 15000 km s�1 for most of the simulation. The
models were conducted on grids from 30,000 to 100,000 kilometers, with the smaller values for
the smaller-mass progenitors. See the caption to Table 1 for specifics.
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The collapsing core	
of the star bounces	

Burrows & Vartanyan 2020	
Figure 2: Inner matter trajectories as the explosion is about to launch. Shown are the interiors
of an explosion only ⇠150 milliseconds after core bounce (vertical physical scale ⇠350 kilome-
ters). At this time the shock wave is at ⇠150 kilometers, just before explosion. The inner ball is
the newly-birthed proto-neutron star (PNS) (rendered as an isodensity surface at 1011 g cm�3, col-
ored by Ye), surrounded by swirling, turbulent matter, most of which will settle onto the PNS. The
trajectories depict the recent 5 milliseconds in the positions of individual accreted matter elements.
They are colored by local entropy. The turbulence of this inner region is manifest.
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Explosion	

The shock stalls	
while neutrinos	

attempt to	
re-energize it	

The delayed neutrino-	
heating mechanism	
likely explains most	

CCSN explosions	
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Fig. 5 Six phases of neutrino production and its dynamical consequences (from top left to bottom
right). In the lower halves of the plots the composition of the stellar medium and the neutrino
effects are sketched, while in the upper halves the flow of the stellar matter is shown by arrows.
Inward pointing arrows denote contraction or collapse, outward pointing arrows expansion or mass
ejection. Radial distances R are indicated on the vertical axes, the corresponding enclosed masses
M(r) are given on the horizontal axes. RFe, Rs, Rn , Rg, and Rns denote the iron-core radius, shock
radius, neutrinospheric radius, gain radius (which separates neutrino cooling and heating layers),
and proto-neutron star (PNS) radius, respectively. MCh defines the effective Chandrasekhar mass,
Mhc the mass of the homologously collapsing inner core (where velocity u µ r), rc the central
density, and r0 ⇡ 2.7⇥1014 g cm�3 the nuclear saturation density. (Figure taken from Janka et al,
2007)

Janka, 1702.08713	

A closer look at the pivotal accretion/revival phase…	

Flavor conversion might occur as neutrinos radiate out from the core.	
Fuller, Mayle, Wilson, & Schramm, Astrophys. J. (1987)	



Anticipated features of the signal:
Ø  The neutronization peak (if IH).
Ø  A faster post-bounce rise of       luminosity in IH than in NH.
Ø  Signal modulation due to SASI (maybe).
Ø  Rapid variation due to turbulent convection.
Ø  Successful vs. failed explosion and BH formation.

⌫̄e

4716 S. Seadrow et al.

Figure 5. The total, all-channel, event rates (in units of s−1) in Super-K at 10 kpc for all three oscillation models in 1D (left) and 2D (right) for the 10 M⊙
progenitor model (top two plots) and the 19 M⊙ progenitor model (bottom two plots). Note that the 1D models are all here plotted as dashed, while the 2D
models are all solid. The NO case is in red, the NH case is in blue, and the IH case is in green.

are relevant for the differences in the event rates for the various
detectors (differentially sensitive as they are to the various neutrino
flavours) and hierarchies.

4 U N D E R G RO U N D D E T E C TO R
C H A R AC T E R I S T I C S

4.1 Super-Kamiokande

Super-K (SK) is a ∼50 kilotonne water Cherenkov neutrino detector
in the Kamioka Mines in Japan, arrayed with photomultiplier tubes

(PMTs), configured with a burst monitor for supernova neutrino
bursts, and utilizing efficient false trigger rejection. It has a fiducial
mass/‘volume’ of 32.5 kilotonnes of ultrapure water (Abe et al.
2016) and is, therefore, proton-rich. As such, it is most sensitive
(Beck et al. 2013) to electron antineutrinos (ν̄e) via superallowed
charged-current (CC) inverse beta decay (IBD) reaction

νe + p → e+ + n , (12)

which also boasts a low neutrino energy threshold of 1.8 MeV. Elec-
tron neutrinos and antineutrinos also interact via the CC absorption

MNRAS 480, 4710–4731 (2018)
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niversity of california san diego user on 10 M

ay 2019

Seadrow et al., MNRAS (2018)

No collective effects, only adiabatic MSW:	

How does the	
many-body neutrino	
dynamics play out?	



I.   Neutrinos as quantum many-body systems
II.   Neutrinos in core-collapse supernovae
III.    Critiquing the old paradigm
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Figure 3
The geometric layout of the neutrino bulb model. In this model all neutrinos are emitted half-isotropically
from the surface (neutrino sphere) of the protoneutron star (PNS), which has radius R. Spherical symmetry
and isotropic emission on the neutrino sphere imply that all neutrinos with the same initial flavor, energy,
and emission angle ϑR have identical flavor evolution histories. The neutrino polarization vector P⃗ω,ϑR (r) is
uniquely determined by ω, ϑ (or ϑR), and r. Here ϑ is the angle at radius r between the neutrino trajectory
direction and the radial direction. Figure adapted from figure 1 of Reference 70. Copyright 2006 by the
American Physical Society.

around the center of the protoneutron star (PNS) (Figure 3). The polarization vectors in this
model obey the EoM

cos ϑ
d
dr

P⃗ω,ϑR (r) = [ω B⃗ + λ(r)L⃗ + H⃗ νν,ϑR (r)] × P⃗ω,ϑR (r), 12.

where

H⃗ νν,ϑR (r) =
√

2GFnν̄e (R)
! ∞

−∞
dω′

! 1

cos ϑmax

d(cos ϑ ′) (1 − cos ϑ cos ϑ ′)P⃗ω′,ϑ ′
R
(r). 13.

Note that ϑ = arcsin(R sin ϑR/r) and has the maximum value ϑmax = arcsin(R/r) in the neu-
trino bulb model (Figure 3). Also note that here we choose to normalize P⃗ω by nν̄e (R) =
Lν̄e /(2π R2⟨Eν̄e ⟩), the total number density of ν̄e at the neutrino sphere, where Lν̄e and ⟨Eν̄e ⟩ are the
energy luminosity and the spectrum-averaged energy of ν̄e at the neutrino sphere, respectively.
For the neutronization-burst epoch where the νe flux is much larger than the fluxes of all other
neutrino species, P⃗ω should be normalized by nνe (R) instead. In typical numerical simulations, R
is in the range of 10 to 60 km, and the luminosities and the average energies of neutrinos are in
the ranges of 1050 to 1053 erg s−1 and 10 to 30 MeV, respectively.

Equation 12 can be solved numerically without any further assumptions. This is known as
the multiangle scheme. The other scheme is the so-called single-angle scheme (50). In this latter
scheme it is assumed that P⃗ω,ϑR (r) = P⃗ω(r) is the same for different neutrino trajectories. There
are several variants of the single-angle scheme that lead to qualitatively similar results. In one of
the variants, P⃗ω(r) is computed along the radial direction (ϑR = 0), and Equation 12 becomes

d
dr

P⃗ω(r) = [ω B⃗ + λ(r)L⃗ +
√

2GFnν̄e D(r/R)D⃗] × P⃗ω(r), 14.

where the geometric factor D(r/R) = 1
2 [1 −

"
1 − ( R

r )2]2 partially accounts for the angle ef-
fect and geometric dilution of the neutrino fluxes in the neutrino bulb model. Comparing
Equations 7 and 14 shows that the flavor evolution of neutrinos in the single-angle scheme is
equivalent to that of a homogeneous and isotropic neutrino gas expanding with “time” r. In this
analogy, the strength of the neutrino self-coupling is µ(r) =

√
2GFnν̄e (R)D(r/R). The radial

direction is a rather special direction in the neutrino bulb model. In another variant of the single-
angle scheme, it is assumed that all neutrinos are emitted with ϑR = π/4 (75). Alternatively,
H⃗ νν,ϑ can be averaged over neutrino trajectories (70, 90). Each of these variants also leads to

578 Duan · Fuller · Qian
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Assumptions:
Ø  Spherical symmetry
Ø  Stationarity
Ø  Sharp decoupling with
     isotropic emission

The bulb model is significant	
in that it’s a self-consistent	
model of the SN as a whole.	
	

And computers can actually	
solve it.	



National Geographic	

Compare: Solar neutrinos & the MSW effect	

propagation in the Sun and Earth. This is relatively well understood and also exhibits
straightforward mass ordering dependence. The neutrinos feel a matter potential as a function
of radial distance r, l = ( ) ( )G n r2 eF , where GF is the Fermi constant and ne is the electron
density.

4.1.1. The adiabatic case. Figure 4 shows the neutrino eigenstate energies in matter as a
function of ne, for the two mass ordering cases. For a slowly varying density and matter
potential, a neutrino born in a high-density region will propagate adiabatically as a matter
eigenstate along the solid lines shown and exit the supernova in the mass eigenstate shown by
the intersection with the vacuum axis at ne = 0. For antineutrinos, the potential is effectively

Figure 4. Energy levels in matter as a function of electron density ne in a three-flavor
context, following [23, 33]. The solid vertical axis indicates zero density; positive ne
corresponds to neutrino states and negative ne corresponds to antineutrino states. The
states n¢m and n¢t represent rotations of the nm and nt states, which diagonalize the mu
and tau submatrix of the effective Hamiltonian in matter [34]. The solid colored lines
correspond to energy eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonian in matter. The dotted
lines represent the energies of the flavor eigenstates. The dashed vertical lines represent
the L and H resonance values of electron density. Left: normal ordering assumption.
Right: inverted ordering assumption.

J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 45 (2018) 014002 K Scholberg

8

Scholberg, J. Phys. G (2018)	

NH	

IH	 Neutrinos stream outward &	
traverse a level crossing set	
up by e− forward scattering.	
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Collective oscillations of supernova neutrinos swap the spectra f!e
ðEÞ and f !!e

ðEÞ with those of another

flavor in certain energy intervals bounded by sharp spectral splits. This phenomenon is far more general

than previously appreciated: typically one finds one or more swaps and accompanying splits in the ! and !!
channels for both inverted and normal neutrino mass hierarchies. Depending on an instability condition,

swaps develop around spectral crossings (energies where f!e
¼ f!x

, f !!e
¼ f !!x

as well as E ! 1 where

all fluxes vanish), and the widths of swaps are determined by the spectra and fluxes. Washout by

multiangle decoherence varies across the spectrum and splits can survive as sharp spectral features.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.103.051105 PACS numbers: 97.60.Bw, 14.60.Pq

Introduction.—The neutrino flux from a core-collapse
supernova (SN) is a powerful probe of particle physics and
astrophysics [1]. SN neutrinos interact not only with the
stellar medium, producing the Mikheyev-Smirnov-
Wolfenstein flavor conversion, but also with other neutri-
nos and antineutrinos. The latter interactions modify the
flavor evolution in a nonlinear fashion and give rise to
collective forms of oscillation [2–7], a subject of intense
recent investigation [8–31].

The most important observational consequence of the
collective effects is an exchange of the !e ( !!e) spectrum
with the !x ( !!x) spectrum in certain energy intervals. We
call such a flavor exchange a ‘‘swap,’’ whereas ‘‘splits’’ are
sharp boundary features at the edges of each swap interval.
Spectral splits may become observable in the high-
statistics neutrino signal from the next galactic SN, leading
to valuable clues about the underlying physics [19,23,26].

The well-understood ‘‘classic swap’’ covers the entire !!
spectrum and that of ! above an energy fixed by the
approximate conservation of the !e deleptonization flux
[16–18]. In this Letter we show that spectral swaps and
concomitant splits are more ubiquitous than has been
appreciated in the past. One example is the puzzling low-
energy split in the !! spectrum that was noted for the
inverted neutrino mass hierarchy [20,21]. However, with
flavor spectra typical for SN neutrinos one should expect
multiple splits in either hierarchy.

We focus on neutrino-neutrino interactions alone and
study two-flavor oscillations driven by the atmospheric
mass difference and 1–3 mixing. As has been established
before [14], the usual matter effect in the region of col-
lective oscillations (up to a few 100 km) can be accounted
for by choosing a small (matter suppressed) effective mix-
ing angle which we take to be "eff ¼ 10$ 5. Mikheyev-
Smirnov-Wolfenstein conversions occur typically at larger
distances. Their effects then factorize and can be included
separately [24].

Spectral crossings and spectral swaps.—Consider first
the SN cooling phase where plausible choices are [32]
F!e

:F !!e
:F!x

¼ 0:85:0:75:1:00 for the neutrino fluxes,
!E!e

¼ 12, !E !!e
¼ 15, and !E!x ¼ !E !!x

¼ 18 MeV for the

average energies, and f!ðEÞ / E3e$ 4E= !E for the spectral
shape. Based on the single-angle approximation for neu-
trino propagation [11,14,20,28], Fig. 1 shows the flavor
spectra before and after collective oscillations. For the
inverted mass hierarchy (IH) we find a swap for both !
and !! and thus a total of four splits. For the normal
hierarchy (NH) the swaps extend to infinite E, providing
one split in the ! and !! spectrum each.
Flavor oscillations leave f!e

ðEÞ þ f!x
ðEÞ unchanged, so

"f!ðEÞ & f!e
ðEÞ $ f!x

ðEÞ contains all relevant informa-

Antineutrinos

IH

Neutrinos

IH

0 10 20 30 40
Energy [MeV]

NH

0 10 20 30 40 50
Energy [MeV]

NH

FIG. 1 (color online). SN neutrino spectra before (dashed
lines) and after (solid lines) collective oscillations, but before
possible Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein conversions. The pan-
els are for ! and !!, each time for IH and NH. Light gray (red)
lines e flavor, dark gray (blue) x flavor. Shaded regions mark
swap intervals.

PRL 103, 051105 (2009) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending
31 JULY 2009

0031-9007=09=103(5)=051105(4) 051105-1 ! 2009 The American Physical Society

Dasgupta et al., PRL (2009) 	

Radiated neutrinos exhibit spectral swaps: 
Duan et al., PRL (2006); Raffelt & Smirnov, PRD (2007)	
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identical results. We obtain an upper limit of <8.1 counts per day per 
100 t (95% C.L.) for the CNO neutrino interaction rate, in agreement 
with the Borexino sensitivity to CNO studied with Monte Carlo.

For completeness, we also perform a search for the hep neutrinos, 
emitted by the proton capture reaction of 3He (Fig. 1). The expected 
flux is more than two orders of magnitude smaller than that of 8B neu-
trinos. Despite their higher end-point energy, this signal in Borexino 
is extremely small and covered by background, particularly cosmo-
genic 11Be decays (Q = 11.5 MeV, β−, τ = 19.9 s) and 8B neutrinos. 
We perform a dedicated analysis on the whole dataset (0.8 kt yr) and 
in the energy region 11–20 MeV we find 10 ± 3 events, consistent 
with the expected background. We obtain an upper limit for the hep 
neutrino flux of 2.2 × 105 cm−2 s−1 (90% C.L.) to be compared with 
the expected flux 7.98 × 103 cm−2 s−1 (8.25 × 103 cm−2 s−1) assuming 
the HZ (LZ) SSM.

Discussion and outlook
The measurements reported in this work represent a complete study of 
the solar pp chain and of its different terminations by means of neutrino 
detection in a single detector and with a uniform data analysis proce-
dure. These measurements can be used either to test the MSW-LMA 
paradigm assuming SSM flux predictions or, alternatively, to probe our 
understanding of solar physics assuming the validity of the neutrino 
oscillation mechanism.

The interaction rates of pp, 7Be, pep and 8B neutrinos reported  
in Table 2 can be used to infer the electron neutrino survival  
probability at different energies. Assuming the HZ-SSM fluxes18  
and standard neutrino-electron cross-sections27, we obtain the electron 
neutrino survival probabilities for each solar-neutrino component: 
Pee(pp, 0.267 MeV) = 0.57 ± 0.09, Pee(7Be, 0.862 MeV) = 0.53 ± 0.05, 
and Pee(pep, 1.44 MeV) = 0.43 ± 0.11. The quoted errors include the 
uncertainties on the SSM solar-neutrino flux predictions. The 8B elec-
tron neutrino survival probability is calculated in each HER range 
following the procedure described in ref. 24. We obtain Pee(8BHER, 
8.1 MeV) = 0.37 ± 0.08, Pee(8BHER-I, 7.4 MeV) = 0.39 ± 0.09, and 
Pee(8BHER-II, 9.7 MeV) = 0.35 ± 0.09. These results are summarized 
in Fig. 3. For non-monoenergetic components, that is, pp and 8B neu-
trinos, the Pee value is quoted for the average energy of neutrinos that 
produce scattered electrons in the given energy range.

Borexino provides the most precise measurement of the Pee in the 
LER, where flavour conversion is vacuum-dominated. At higher energy, 

where flavour conversion is dominated by matter effects in the Sun, 
the Borexino results are in agreement with the high-precision meas-
urements performed by SuperKamiokande31 and SNO32. Borexino is 
the only experiment that can simultaneously test neutrino flavour con-
version both in the vacuum and in the matter-dominated regime. We 
performed a likelihood ratio test to compare our data with the MSW-
LMA and the vacuum-LMA predictions (pink and grey bands in Fig. 3, 
respectively). Our data disfavour the vacuum-LMA hypothesis at 98.2% 
C.L. (see Methods). Overall, the results are in excellent agreement with 
the expectations from the MSW-LMA paradigm with the oscillation 
parameters indicated in ref. 19.

Since solar neutrinos are detected on Earth only about 8 min after 
being produced, they provide a real-time picture of the core of the Sun. 
In particular, the neutrino fluxes determined experimentally can be 
used to derive the total power generated by nuclear reactions in the 
Sun’s core33. By using exclusively the new Borexino results reported in 
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MSW-LMA

Fig. 3 | Electron neutrino survival probability Pee as a function of 
neutrino energy. The pink band is the ±1σ prediction of MSW-LMA 
with oscillation parameters determined from ref. 19. The grey band is the 
vacuum-LMA case with oscillation parameters determined from refs 38,39. 
Data points represent the Borexino results for pp (red), 7Be (blue), pep 
(cyan) and 8B (green for the HER range, and grey for the separate HER-I 
and HER-II sub-ranges), assuming HZ-SSM. 8B and pp data points are set 
at the mean energy of neutrinos that produce scattered electrons above the 
detection threshold. The error bars include experimental and theoretical 
uncertainties.

Table 2 | Borexino experimental solar-neutrino results
Solar neutrino Rate (counts per day per 100 t) Flux (cm−2 s−1) Flux–SSM predictions (cm−2 s−1)

pp ± −
+134 10 10

6 . ± . ×− .
+ .(6 1 0 5 ) 100 5

0 3 10 . . ± . ×5 98(1 0 0 006) 10 (HZ)10  
. . ± . ×6 03(1 0 0 005) 10 (LZ)10

7Be . ± . − .
+ .48 3 1 1 0 7

0 4 . ± . ×− .
+ .(4 99 0 11 ) 100 08

0 06 9 . . ± . ×4 93(1 0 0 06) 10 (HZ)9  
. . ± . ×4 50(1 0 0 06) 10 (LZ)9

pep (HZ) . ± . − .
+ .2 43 0 36 0 22

0 15 . ± . ×− .
+ .(1 27 0 19 ) 100 12

0 08 8 . . ± . ×1 44(1 0 0 01) 10 (HZ)8  
. . ± . ×1 46(1 0 0 009) 10 (LZ)8

pep (LZ) . ± . − .
+ .2 65 0 36 0 24

0 15 . ± . ×− .
+ .(1 39 0 19 ) 100 13

0 08 8 . . ± . ×1 44(1 0 0 01) 10 (HZ)8  
. . ± . ×1 46(1 0 0 009) 10 (LZ)8

8BHER-I . − . − .
+ . + .0 136 0 013 0 003

0 013 0 003 . ×− . − .
+ . + .(5 77 ) 100 56 0 15

0 56 0 15 6 . . ± . ×5 46(1 0 0 12) 10 (HZ)6  
. . ± . ×4 50(1 0 0 12) 10 (LZ)6

8BHER-II . − . − .
+ . + .0 087 0 010 0 005

0 080 0 005 . ×− . − .
+ . + .(5 56 ) 100 64 0 33

0 52 0 33 6 . . ± . ×5 46(1 0 0 12) 10 (HZ)6  
. . ± . ×4 50(1 0 0 12) 10 (LZ)6

8BHER . − . − .
+ . + .0 223 0 016 0 006

0 015 0 006 . ×− . − .
+ . + .(5 68 ) 100 41 0 03

0 39 0 03 6 . . ± . ×5 46(1 0 0 12) 10 (HZ)6  
. . ± . ×4 50(1 0 0 12) 10 (LZ)6

CNO <8.1 (95% C.L.) < . ×7 9 108 (95% C.L.) . . ± . ×4 88(1 0 0 11) 10 (HZ)8  
. . ± . ×3 51(1 0 0 10) 10 (LZ)8

hep <0.002 (90% C.L.) < . ×2 2 105 (90% C.L.) . . ± . ×7 98(1 0 0 30) 10 (HZ)3  
. . ± . ×8 25(1 0 0 12) 10 (LZ)3

Measured neutrino rates (second column): for pp, 7Be, pep and CNO neutrinos we quote the total counts without any threshold; for 8B and hep neutrinos we quote the counts above the corresponding 
analysis threshold. Neutrino fluxes (third column) are obtained from the measured rates assuming the MSW-LMA oscillation parameters19, standard neutrino–electron cross-sections27 and a density of 
electrons in the scintillator of . ± . ×(3 307 0 003) 1031 electrons per 100 t. All fluxes are integral values without any threshold. The result for pep neutrinos depends on whether we assume HZ or LZ SSM 
predictions to constrain the CNO neutrino flux. The last column shows the fluxes predicted by the SSM for the HZ or LZ hypotheses18.

5 0 8  |  N A T U R E  |  V O L  5 6 2  |  2 5  O C T O B E R  2 0 1 8
© 2018 Springer Nature Limited. All rights reserved.

Again, compare to solar MSW:	

Borexino Collaboration, Nature (2018)	

Red: e flavor	
Blue: x flavor	

MSW conversion: Electron density	
Spectral swaps: Neutrino density	



“Symmetry is the enemy of instability.”	
	

	 	 	 	 	   Nigel Goldenfeld	

Rν	

Rν = neutrinosphere radius 	

Emitted	
neutrinos	

We now know that symmetric	
models omit crucial physics.	

Sawyer, PRD (2005, 2009)	
Banerjee, Dighe, Raffelt, PRD (2011)	
Raffelt, Sarikas, de Sousa Seixas, PRL (2013)	
Izaguirre, Raffelt, Tamborra, PRL (2017)	
And many others	



Trapping	
region	

Coherent region	
(no collisions)	

Protoneutron star	

Increasing radius	

Neutrinosphere	

Gain	
region	

Vacuum	

Shock	
Bulb model	

Vacuum	

Reality	

The assumption of a single, sharp emission	
surface is woefully inadequate.	

Decoupling	

Trapping	 Coherent	
+	

scattering halo	



In devising a new paradigm, we need to accommodate	
the features that the old one left out:	
	

²   Flavor instabilities	
	

²   Asymmetric environments	
	

²   Realistic collisional modeling	
	

And we need to do it in a way that is computationally	
tractable.	



I.   Neutrinos as quantum many-body systems
II.   Neutrinos in core-collapse supernovae
III.   Critiquing the old paradigm
IV.    Instabilities, asymmetries, & collisions



Three types of instabilities are known, each related to some	
kind of asymmetry between neutrinos and antineutrinos.	

Collective oscillations are sensitive	
to physics that distinguishes between	
neutrinos and antineutrinos because	

Slow instabilities. Vacuum oscillation frequencies: 	

Fast instabilities. Neutrino angular distributions:	

Collisional instabilities. Interaction rates:  	

!E⌫ 6= !E⌫̄

g⌫ 6= g⌫̄

�⌫ 6= �⌫̄
Johns, 2104.11369 	

Sawyer, PRD (2005, 2008), PRL (2016)	

Kostelecký & Samuel, PRD (1995)	

Hp,⌫⌫ ⇠ GF

Z
d
3q (1� p̂ · q̂) (⇢q � ⇢̄q)
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Time

Any type of crossings (PNS convection)

Type II crossings
(neutrino absorption)

Type II crossings [Exp-only] 
(asymmetric ν emissions)

Type I crossings [Exp-only] 
(nucleon-scattering + α    1 + cold matter)

Shock wave

Space-time diagram of ELN-angular crossings in CCSNe

�

� 1 s

�200 km

FIG. 4. Space-time diagram for appearance of ELN crossings. The bold red line portrays a time
trajectory of shock wave for exploding models. The thin and dashed line represents the counterpart
of shock trajectory for non-exploding models. The color code for enclosed regions distinguishes types
of ELN crossing. The green, blue, and brown color denote Type I, Type II, and any type of crossings,
respectively. In each region, we provide some representative characteristics of ELN-crossings. In the
remark, ”Exp-only” denotes that the ELN-crossing appears only in exploding models. See the text
for more detail.

overall trends of crossings observed in our CCSN mod-
els. We note that crossings relevant to PNS convections
and pre-shock region drawn in Fig. 4 are not included in
Fig. 3. There is a technical reason why we do not in-
clude the case with PNS convection in Fig. 3; that will
be discussed later. To facilitate readers’ understanding,
the color in Fig. 4 distinguishes types of ELN-crossings.
Below, we turn our attention to the physical origin of
generating each ELN crossing.

B. Generation mechanism of ELN crossings

1. Type-II crossings at early post-bounce phase

Let us start with analyzing Type-II crossings appear-
ing at the early post-bounce phase (⇠ 100 ms) in all
CCSN models (see the top left panel in Fig. 3). We first
present the result of 12 solar mass model as a represen-
tative case; the progenitor-dependence is discussed later.
In Fig. 5, we show Mollweide projection of the ELN cross-
ing and some important quantities at 130 km for 12 solar
mass model. We find that the Type II crossing has a
rather scattered distribution (see the top left panel). To
see the trend more quantitatively, we show �Gout in the
left middle panel in Fig. 5, which corresponds to the ELN
at µ = 1. More precisely, �Gout (and incidentally �Gin)
is defined as follows. The energy-integrated number of

neutrinos at µ = 1 and �1 are written as

Gout =

Z
d(

"3

3
)fout("),

Gin =

Z
d(

"3

3
)fin("),

(2)

respectively, where " denotes the neutrino energy with
the unit of MeV. We stress that both fout and fin in
Eq. 2 are the basic output for computations of angular
reconstruction complemented by the ray-tracing method
(see Sec. II B). We obtain �G by the di↵erence of ⌫e and
⌫̄e;

�G = G⌫e �G⌫̄e , (3)

where we omit the subscript ”out” or ”in” in Eq. 3. As
shown in Fig. 5, we find that ⌫̄e dominates over ⌫e in some
regions (blue-colored area), and that they are one-to-one
correspondence to the region of Type-II crossings. The
one-to-one correspondence is attributed to the fact that
⌫e always overwhelms ⌫̄e in µ = �1 (incoming) direction.
We find some interesting correlations between the

Type-II crossing and other physical quantities. They
provide useful information to study the physical origin
of the crossing. To quantify the correlation, we define
the correlation function to �Gout by following [51–53],

X =
YAG

YA ⇥YG
, (4)

Johns & Nagakura 2021	
Nagakura & Johns 2021a	
Nagakura & Johns 2021b	
Nagakura, Burrows, Johns, & Fuller 2021	
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ELN
Crossing

ΔG

α

32

- 32

-0.015

- 0.09

out

Δκ

ρ

s

12.4

9.6

0.90

0.55

12M – 100ms – 130km 

Type I Type II

3.0

1.8

9

Correlation to ΔG       = - 0.62out

Correlation to ΔG       = 0.73out

Correlation to ΔG       = - 0.59out

Correlation to ΔG       = 0.64out

FIG. 5. Mollweide projection of some important quantities characterizing ELN crossings in 12 solar
mass model. We present projection maps at the radius of 130 km in the time snapshot of 100 ms after
the bounce. The plots in the left column are ELN crossings, ELN at µ = 1 (�Gout, see Eqs. 2 and 3),
and the ratio of number density of ⌫̄e to ⌫e (↵ = n⌫̄e/n⌫e) from top to bottom. In the right one, we
display the result of the di↵erence of (energy-integrated) flux factor between ⌫e and ⌫̄e (�), baryon
mass density (⇢), and entropy per baryon (s), respectively. ⇢9 denotes the normalized baryon mass
density by 109g/cm3. The values of correlation function to �Gout (see Eqs. 4 and 5) are also inserted
at the bottom of each Mollweide projection.

where

YAG =

Z
d⌦ �A(⌦) �(�Gout(⌦)),

YA =

sZ
d⌦ (�A(⌦))2,

YG =

sZ
d⌦ (�(�Gout(⌦)))

2,

where the variable A denotes a physical quantity. We
note that the correlation is computed with respect to
the deviation from the angle-averaged quantities (”�” in
Eq. 5 denotes the deviation).

Let us first take a look at the two quantities: ↵ and
�. The former is defined as the ratio of the number
density of ⌫̄e to ⌫e, i.e., n⌫̄e/n⌫e ; the latter denotes the
di↵erence of energy-integrated flux factor between ⌫e and
⌫̄e. The values of correlation function of ↵ and � to
�Gout are �0.62 and 0.73, respectively. The negative
value of the correlation function of ↵ suggests that ↵
tends to be larger (i.e., close to unity), and the positive
value for � indicates that ⌫̄e angular distributions tend
to be strongly forward-peaked than ⌫e. Both trends lead

to negative �Gout. The trend is consistent with the cor-
relation found in the bottom left and top right panel of
Fig. 5.

The origin of the angular inhomogeneity is primary due
to convective activity of fluid. We note that the layer of
100km <⇠ R <⇠ Rsh is, in general, convectively unstable
due to negative entropy gradient at this phase. As a
result, low entropy plumes advect inward from the vicin-
ity of shock wave as a response to rising high-entropy
buoyancy bubbles generated at ⇠ 100 km. The low en-
tropy plumes tends to be (adiabatically) compressed to
sustain pressure equilibrium with their surroundings. As
shown in the middle and bottom right panel, we find that
the Type-II crossing appears around the low entropy and
high density plumes.

The next question is why the plumes provide a prefer-
able condition for the occurrence of the Type-II cross-
ings. One possible explanation is that high density en-
vironment facilitates neutrino-matter interactions, which
potentially a↵ects ELN-crossings. However, this e↵ect is
common for all species of neutrinos, indicating that it
does not fully account for the disparity between ⌫e and
⌫̄e. Another key ingredients is the di↵erence of neutrino

Fast (in)stability is determined by	
various aspects of SN physics:	
	

²  Flavor-dependent decoupling	
²  Scattering & absorption in	
     optically thin regions	
²  Fluid entropy & density	
²  Accretion rate	
²  Asymmetric emission (e.g.,	
     LESA, PNS kicks)	
²  PNS convection	

There’s strong evidence	
that fast instabilities	

occur in SNe.	



Janka, 1702.08713	

Neutrino Emission from Supernovae 11

Thermal Equilibrium 𝜈𝑒𝑝 ↔ 𝑛𝑒+ 
𝜈𝑒𝑛 ↔ 𝑝𝑒− 

Free  
streaming 

Free  
streaming 

Diffusion 

Scattering Atmosphere 
𝜈𝑁 → 𝑁𝜈 

𝜈𝑁 ↔ 𝑁𝜈 
𝜈𝑒 ↔ 𝜈𝑒 
𝑁𝑁 ↔ 𝑁𝑁𝜈𝜈 
𝑒+𝑒− ↔ 𝜈𝜈 
𝜈𝑒𝜈𝑒 ↔ 𝜈𝜇𝜈𝜇 

Electron flavor  (𝝂𝒆 and 𝝂𝒆) 

Other flavors  (𝝂𝝁, 𝝂𝝁, 𝝂𝝉, 𝝂𝝉) Neutrino sphere 

Transport sphere Energy sphere 
Fig. 4 Sketch of the transport properties of electron-flavor neutrinos and antineutrinos (upper part)
compared to heavy-lepton neutrinos (lower part). In the supernova core ne and n̄e interact with
the stellar medium by charged-current absorption and emission reactions, which provide a major
contribution to their opacities and lead to a strong energetic coupling up to the location of their
neutrinospheres, outside of which both chemical equilibrium between neutrinos and stellar matter
(indicated by the black region) and diffusion cannot be maintained. In contrast, heavy-lepton neu-
trinos are energetically less tightly coupled to the stellar plasma, mainly by pair creation reactions
like nucleon bremsstrahlung, electron-position annihilation and nen̄e annihilation. The total opac-
ity, however, is determined mostly by neutrino-nucleon scatterings, whose small energy exchange
per scattering does not allow for an efficient energetic coupling. Therefore heavy-lepton neutrinos
fall out of thermal equilibrium at an energy sphere that is considerably deeper inside the nascent
neutron star than the transport sphere, where the transition from diffusion to free streaming sets in.
The blue band indicates the scattering atmosphere where the heavy-lepton neutrinos still collide
frequently with neutron and protons and lose some of their energy, but cannot reach equilibrium
with the background medium any longer. (Figure adapted from Raffelt, 2012, courtesy of Georg
Raffelt)

tion to free streaming at their corresponding energy-averaged neutrinosphere. This
sphere is also called transport sphere (sometimes also “scattering sphere”), whose
radius Rn ,t is determined by solving Eq. (9) with a suitable spectral average of the
total opacity ktot ⌘ kabs+kscatt, which includes all contributions from scattering and
absorption processes. Equilibration between neutrinos and the stellar background is
possible up to the so-called average energy sphere (also termed “number sphere”,
because outside of this location the number of neutrinos of a certain species is es-
sentially fixed). When scatterings increase the zig-zag path of neutrinos diffusing
through the medium and thus increase the probability of neutrinos to be absorbed,
the radius Rn ,e of the energy sphere is given by the condition

teff =
Z •

Rn ,e
dr rkeff =

2
3

(20)

The prime region for collisional	
instability is where neutrinos are	
partially coupled to the fluid.	

Johns, 2104.11369 	



To correctly solve the problem of quantum	
neutrino transport, instabilities & collisions	
must be incorporated into an asymmetric,	
global SN model.	



I.   Neutrinos as quantum many-body systems
II.   Neutrinos in core-collapse supernovae
III.   Critiquing the old paradigm
IV.   Instabilities, asymmetries, & collisions
V.     Constructing a new paradigm



Neutrino flavor pendula

� ⇥ �̈

µ
+ ��̇ + g ⇥ � = 0

Pendulum	
Spin	

Gravity	This equation applies (with different meanings) to…	
	

²  Slow collective oscillations in SNe	

²  Fast collective oscillations in SNe	

²  Collective oscillations in the early universe	

Hannestad et al. 2006
Duan et al. 2007

 Johns & Fuller 2018

Johns et al. 2020
Padilla-Gay, Tamborra, Raffelt 2022 



It remains for us to understand how the predilection of
D0

1 for pendulum motion is expressed through the individ-
ual polarization vectors. Ultimately our interest is in the
projection onto the flavor axis,

_Pv;z ¼ −μvðD1 × PvÞz: ð7Þ

Writing the vectors in terms of their angular coordinates (θv
and ϕv being the polar and azimuthal angles of Pv, θ1 and
ϕ1 being the same of D1), Eq. (7) becomes

_θv ¼ μvD1 sin θ1 sin ðϕv − ϕ1Þ: ð8Þ

Approximating ϕv and ϕ1 as developing under the influ-
ence of their initial Hamiltonians, the phase difference
accumulates at a rate

_ϕv − _ϕ1 ≃ −μ
!
1

3
D0;zð0Þ þ vD1;zð0Þ þ

2

3
D2;zð0Þ

"
: ð9Þ

Suppose that Pvð0Þ ∝ z. If the phase difference develops
slowly enough that the right-hand side of Eq. (8) is positive

over many cycles of ϕ1, then θv can grow to a size
unsuppressed by the vacuum mixing angle.
As the instability grows, Eq. (9) breaks down and is

replaced by the collective motion seen in Fig. 1. Pv;z dips in
proportion to v sinðϕv − ϕ1Þ and is reflected in—and
driven by—peaks in D1;z (which are imperceptibly small
in the upper panel because the angular distributions are very
nearly isotropic). As Fig. 2 illustrates, there are two
qualitatively different outcomes as a function of v.
Setting Eq. (9) equal to 0, we find the trajectory which
in this approximation has constant phase with respect toD1,

ṽ ¼ −
1

3R1

−
2R2

3R1

; ð10Þ

with Rl ¼ Dl;zð0Þ=D0;zð0Þ. The quantity ṽ serves as a
control parameter that shapes the v dependence of the
collective oscillations. When ṽ is comfortably inside the
range ½−1; 1& (as in the test cases at r ¼ 33 km), it indicates
the presence of narrow resonances. When ṽ ≈ ' 1 (as at
r ¼ 70 km), the resonances fuse. Going one step further,
we can use this parameter as the basis for a simple stability
criterion: If jṽj > 1, FFC cannot occur.

FIG. 2. Left: nνe (red) and n ν̄e (blue and black) as functions of propagation angle θ, with arbitrary normalization. The angular
distributions are drawn at 200 ms postbounce from a spherically symmetric FORNAX simulation [64,65] of the 16 M⊙ progenitor from
Ref. [66]. M1 closure is used to provide the radiative pressures and radiative heat fluxes [67], and α ¼ n ν̄e=nνe is treated as a free
parameter in order to trigger instability. Middle and right: Snapshots of Pv;z color-coded by time (going from blue to red) and spanning
the descent phase of a single dip inD1;z. The normalization is such that Pv¼1;z ¼ 1. To isolate the fast mode, ω is assigned an artificially
small value.

NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS IN SUPERNOVAE: ANGULAR … PHYS. REV. D 101, 043009 (2020)

043009-3
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FIG. 1. Representative ELN distributions gv defined in
Eqs. (6a) and (6b) for the shown values of a and b.
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FIG. 2. Solutions for the z-component (flavor direction) of the
lepton-number fluxDz

1(t) for the cases A–D specified in Fig. 1,
where Case A has no instability. We show the normalized
quantity cos# = Dz

1/D1. Its lowest point for each of Cases
B–D perfectly agrees with cos#min predicted in Eq. (14).
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FIG. 3. Snapshots for Dz
v(t) for case B. The time shots are

chosen at t1–t4 indicated in Fig. 2 between the beginning of
the pendular dip and the maximum excursion.

contours of the growth rate obtained by the linear
normal-mode analysis [18, 19]. Evidently large flavor
conversion does not always correlate with a large growth
rate. Moreover, seemingly similar ELN configurations
can cause very di↵erent flavor outcomes.

Gram-matrix test.—The coherence of all modes sug-
gests a small number of underlying degrees of freedom
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b
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FIG. 4. Contour plot of the growth rate in the plane spanned
by the parameters a and b (see Eqs. 6a and 6b). The white
contours represent Dz

1(t)/D1|min. The locus of vanishing lep-
ton number (Dz

0 = 0) is marked with a dashed line. We also
mark our configurations A–D. We see that large growth rates
do not always correspond to large flavor conversion.

that can be diagnosed using the Gram matrix Gij =R t2
t1

dtDvi(t) · Dvj (t) [8]. It is calculated for our discrete
set of numericalDvi(t) with i = 1, . . . , n for a convenient,
but arbitrary, time interval. The rank of G that we call
N +1 reveals the number of independent functions. The
system always has one time-independent solution in the
form of D0 =

Pn
i=1 Dvi(t), thus N is the number of in-

dependent dynamical functions. For our single-crossed
examples we always find N = 2. Hence, we conjec-
ture that single-crossed ELN spectra provide solutions
that are equivalent to two dynamical degrees of freedom,
equivalent to three discrete angle modes as discussed in
the Supplemental Material. In the unstable case, these
form a gyroscopic flavor pendulum.
Pendulum in flavor space.—The first of the linearly

independent functions suggested by the Gram matrix is
the conserved vector G = D0 =

R
dvDv(t) of lepton

number. The second is the lepton-number flux R(t) =
D1(t) =

R
dv vDv(t) with conserved length. The third is

what we call J(t) =
R
dv wvDv(t) with unknown weight

function wv. They represent a gyroscopic pendulum, if
they obey the EOMs [8]

Ġ = 0 , Ṙ = µJ ⇥ R and J̇ = �G ⇥ R . (7)

In a mechanical analogy, G represents gravity, R the
center-of-mass position relative to the point of support,
J the total angular momentum, and µ�1 the moment
of inertia. Besides the conserved G, the EOMs imply
four conserved quantities: length R of the radius vector,
angular momentum Jz = J · G/G along “gravity,” spin
S = J ·R/R, and energy E = V +T = �G ·R+(µ/2)J2.

Johns et al. 2020	

Padilla-Gay, Tamborra, Raffelt 2022	

The fast neutrino	
flavor pendulum	

Caution:	
These analyses are exact	
only in restricted set-ups.	

Flavor conversion vs. propagation angle	

Flavor conversion vs. time	



the instability cause the precise solution to be chaotic, so
this randomness is expected. The simulations of lower
dimensionality have larger fluctuations, though this is
simply a result of the fact that there are fewer grid cells
to average over in the domain.
We note that for the 2D and 3D Fiducial simulations, the

time to saturation is remarkably close to the light crossing

time of the domain (8 cm=c ¼ 0.27 ns), though this turns
out to be coincidental. We investigate the dependence of the
domain size in 1D simulations in [63] and in 2D simu-
lations in the Appendix, and find no effect. Indeed, even the
1D simulations presented here live on a domain size of
64 cm. In addition, the 90Degree simulations (center panel)
live on the same grid structure but show a different time to
saturation. The domain size of the multidimensional
simulations is effectively determined by requiring that
the fastest growing modes be able to fit in the domain.
The ratio of the growth rate and the wave number for the
fastest growing mode in the Fiducial simulations is
ImðωÞ=k ¼ 2.3 × 1010 cm s−1. This is indeed close to the
speed of light and likely to cause such coincidences when
the domain size is comparable to the fastest growing
mode’s wavelength.
The slight spread in the time of the drop for the Fiducial

simulations is due to differences in the initial amplitude of
the fastest growing mode and not due to differences in the
instability growth rate (all three clock in at 6.3 × 1010 s−1).
Higher-dimensional simulations have more grid cells,
which implies a larger number of possible modes, but
the contribution to each of those modes from the random
perturbations is smaller. The TwoThirds simulation (bottom
panel of Fig. 3) is much more sensitive to this effect, as the
saturation of the instability in the 3D simulation is about
0.2 ns later than in the 1D simulations, even though the
growth rate in all three TwoThirds simulations is measured
at 1.3 × 1010 s−1. Following the saturation of the instability
in the TwoThirds simulations, about 30% of the neutrinos
and 45% of the antineutrinos have converted to a heavy
lepton flavor. We will get to the 90Degree simulations
shortly.
The inability of the TwoThirds simulations to undergo

complete flavor transformation is understandable intui-
tively. Since the exponential growth from the fast flavor
instability is entirely a result of the self-interaction terms
(assuming of course that other contributions to the
Hamiltonian are small), we can rely on the symmetries
in that portion of the Hamiltonian. Specifically, the self-
interaction term has no preferred flavor, owing to the fact
that it arises only from neutral current interactions. The
antineutrino Hamiltonian is also trivially related to the
neutrino Hamiltonian (H̄neutrino ¼ −H$

neutrino). As a result,
the system must conserve the total flavor charge qa ¼
na − n̄a for each flavor a and the evolution of the anti-
neutrinos mirrors that of neutrinos. In the TwoThirds
simulations, there is an excess of electron neutrinos over
antineutrinos in the þẑ direction. If neutrinos and anti-
neutrinos moving in this direction begin transforming
flavor to a heavy lepton flavor, the total number of electron
neutrinos would decrease faster than the number of electron
antineutrinos, which on its own would result in a change in
qa. This transformation must be complemented by flavor
transformation on the other side of the crossing, where

FIG. 3. Time evolution of fraction of electron flavor neutrinos
for the Fiducial (top), 90Degree (center), and TwoThirds (bottom)
simulations. The 1D, 2D, and 3D simulation data are plotted in
gray, black, and blue, respectively. The green line marks the
equilibrium fraction of electron neutrinos (1=3 for Fiducial and
90Degree, 0.7 for TwoThirds). Equilibrium abundances (at late
times) of each neutrino species seems to be independent of
simulation dimensionality. The instability growth rates show
weak dimensionality dependence in the 90Degree simulations,
indicated by a slight offset in the time of the drop. The offsets in
the drop for the TwoThirds simulation reflects initial mode
amplitude differences in 1D, 2D, and 3D.

RICHERS, WILLCOX, and FORD PHYS. REV. D 104, 103023 (2021)

103023-8

Richers, Willcox, Ford, PRD (2021) 	

If all symmetries are broken,	
results like these are more	
typical.	
	
	
	
	
Without axial symmetry, there	
are three fast pendula.	
	
	
	
	
Contrast the periodic dynamics	
of a single pendulum with the	
chaotic dynamics of a double	
pendulum.	

Johns et al., in prep	
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FIG. 2. Momentum-space angular power spectra of neutrino flavor for the same set of calculations presented in Fig. 1. The
power ⇧l in angular moment l is defined in Eq. (25). From darkest to lightest, the curves show log10 ⇧l at t = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8,
and 1.0, in units of !�1. FFC enhances cascade and hastens relaxation. All cases show interesting features at angular scales
intermediate between the expanding front of nonzero power and the low-l scales directly involved in fast and bipolar collective
oscillations.

FIG. 3. Flavor composition Pv,z plotted as a function of propagation angle v = cos ✓, for the ↵ = 0.90, NH calculation of the
previous figures. The curves are color-coded by time, beginning at the top of a fast-oscillation dip (blue), lasting a duration of
⇠ 10�3, and ending at the bottom of the dip at time tf (red). As usual, times are given in units of !�1. Finite-! e↵ects—the
disruption of the fast pendulum and the cascade of power to smaller angular scales—become increasingly apparent at later
times.

monopole. C. Transfer at small angular scales

Further insight into the momentum-space dynamics is
gained by observing the evolution of an initially isolated
seed in the angular power spectrum. An experiment of
this kind allows us to focus in on transfer without the

Cascade of power to smaller angular scales	

Early time	 Late time	

Johns, Nagakura, Fuller, & Burrows, PRD (2020)	

The picture that’s emerging: unstable, chaotic dynamics at low l	
relaxes by coupling to an infinite sequence of oscillators at higher l.	

Legendre	
moment	
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(ii) If we use only a finite resolution then the distribution function appears to 
converge to what one would get by averaging f (e, o) over (j> to obtain /(e). 

(iii) In this process of looking with finite resolution we have averaged over 
regions of different phase densities. In this averaging process M(f) is not 
conserved, so M(/) is not the same function as M(/). / must, however, be the 
result of smoothing / thus there will be restrictions on M(/). For instance the 
largest value/attains can not be greater than the largest value/attained. Further 
it can be shown that the mathematical expression of (i) and (ii) is contained in the 
statement/converges in the mean to/. 
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t = 0	 t = 1/4	

t = 1	 t = 2	

t = 6	 t = large	

D. Lynden-Bell, MNRAS (1967)	

Oscillator energy vs. phase	

How does a system made up of many	
oscillators evolve in phase space?	

It undergoes collisionless relaxation	
by developing small-scale structure:	

Ø  Violent relaxation in grav. systems	
	

Ø  Filamentation in plasmas	
	

Ø  Turbulence in fluids	

We’re still developing the techniques	
to describe this process as it occurs in	
neutrino flavor fields.	

Johns, Nagakura, Fuller, & Burrows, PRD (2020)	



Summary	

u     SN neutrinos are a natural laboratory for quantum	
	many-body physics. The theory, however, is	
	incomplete.	

	
u     The MSW-inspired paradigm—solving the	
        Schrödinger equation exactly—needs to be left	

	behind.	
	
u     A new approach, based on flavor-field relaxation,	

	is being developed.	


